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Stone Age - until  ~ 3.000 

from the appearance of Homo Sapiens (probably 200.000 ago) until  ~ 3.000 

- paleolithic era: until ~ 10.000 (end of Pleistocene 'Ice Age')

- mesolithic era: between ~10.000 and ~5.000 (people are still food gatherers & hunters)
(Britain becomes an island ~6.000)

- neolithic era: between ~ 5.000 and ~ 3.000 (~ 4.000 – farming & domestication of animals begins)
(~3.500 – invention of WHEEL – first used for pottery)
(~ 3.000 – first stone circles erected)

Bronze Age - between 3.000 and 700

(British population ~ 100.000 people)
People start using copper to make tools and artefacts

The people who refine metal are called smiths
Later (~2.000) the smiths learn how to make bronze by mixing copper with tin
The bronze is harder than copper

- farming & domestication of animals continues to spread
- megalithic monuments continue to be constructed (~2.000: Stonehenge)

Iron Age - after 700 and until the Romans – The Celts

(British population grows to ~ 1.000.000 people)

The indigenous population of the British isles merges with people migrating 
from Central Europe. These people use iron and speak a language that is 
similar to other Celtic languages spoken across Atlantic Europe.
 
The features / achievements of the people of Iron Age 
Britain

- Iron artefacts & weapons
- Pottery (the potter's wheel)
- Settlements & dwellings
- Agriculture (iron-tipped ploughshares)
- Lathe /'lεiδ/ for woodwork
- Rotary quern for grinding grain
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The Celtic dwellings

Individual round houses made of stone with thatched 
roofs. The houses were clustered along narrow streets.

The interior of a Celtic house.
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Right in the middle there is an open-
hearth /'ha:θ/ fireplace.

Over the hearth a bronze cauldron is
suspended.

A firedog is used to roast meat over 
the open fire.

Around the open-hearth there are logs for sitting.

There is no need for a chimney because the smoke can be 
released through the thatched roof.

Tools for agriculture

The sketch of plough and original Celtic iron tips.
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The iron tools helped the Celts to cultivate areas with 
very hard soil. So, they expanded the available arable 
land.

Also they used a quern to grind
grains

The lower stone is stationary.
The upper stone is mobile and
is called handstone.

They grinded cereal crops
(grain crops) into flour to
make bread.

Cereal crops = wheat (στάρι), 
oat(βρώμη), rye (σίκαλη),
barley (κριθάρι)

They stored their food in
granaries
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The Celtic Warriors

They were taller than their average Mediterranean 
opponents. 

They grow their hair long and they wore it in braids. 

They also wore horned or winged helmets that made them 
look even more fearsome.

The Celts lived scattered in small settlements all over 
Britain. 

They didn't have a central administration system so there
was no King. 

They were very skilled and fearsome warriors. 
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Quiz
1. When did Britain become an island?

a. in ~10.000 b. in ~ 6.000

2. What is produced when you mix copper and tin?

3. What is the difference between copper and bronze?
a. copper is brighter b. bronze is harder

4. The Celtic houses are:
a. narrow b. round

5. In the middle of a Celtic house there is:
a. a firedog b. an open-hearth c. a chimney

6. The roof of the round-houses is:
a. thatched b. horned

7. Why didn't the Celtic houses have chimneys?

8. What was the quern?
a. a weapon b. a tool

9. What did the Celts use the granaries for?
a. to attack their enemies b. to store food

10. What was winged or horned?
a. their hair b. their helmet
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Photo gallery

Celtic shield  Celtic sword Celtic helmets


